
Dr. Alavipanah was a member of the Intergovernmental Technical Panel on Soils and has 

worked as coordinator of ITPS in Near East and North Africa (NENA) Region. Based on his 

suggestion in the Pillar II Compilation Group, (the Plan of Action for the Pillar Two, the Global 

Soil Partnership) which explores the issues of public awareness regarding soils, the importance 

of soil in culture and literature has been mentioned as one of the parts of this report, and two 

quatrains of Khayyam are included in the Pillar 2 report. These proposals were approved and the 

final report after being approved by the United Nations in 2015 was communicated to members.  

  

 

 
 

Following this report, to raise public awareness about global soil problems, Dr. Alavipanah 

proposed  to set up a working group to raise public awareness and  a working group entitled 



"Cultural pattern of soil understanding" in 2017 has been established, he will be the founder of 

this team, along with a team of 36 earth scientist experts. 

 

 
 

The International Union of Soil Sciences (IUSS & FAO), founded in 1924, focuses on major 

issues of soil around the world. The Union brings together Scientists all around the world and 

holds important annual meetings. In fact, it is the magazine of the International Soil Association 

and FAO, which is specialized in scientific discussions and public awareness about the role, 

significance and status of the soil. 

 

In the follow-up to this, two papers with content related to this activity are presented at the two 

major international conferences AGU and EGU.  
The first he presented an article entitled "A Brief History of Fire, Heat and Their Manifestations 

in Remote Sensing" at the AGU (San Francisco, 2015) conference (American Geophysical 

Union). The article examines the importance of fire and shared views of the past generation with 

scientific facts in the present age regarding fire. 

 

 



 
 

 
Then, an article entitled "Soil in Persian Culture" presented at the European Geosciences Union 

General Assembly (EGU) International Conference (2017). In this paper, the topic of soil in 

Iranian culture, its significance and its historical status has been investigated. Also, the evidence 

of the status and importance of soil in the Persian from previous centuries to the present has been 

analyzed and finally, the need for public awareness of the role of soil is mentioned. 

 

 
 

 



After greeting the paper presented at the EGU conference, a request for publication of it was 

presented in the IUSS newsletter, and therefore a summary of this article was published in 

Newsletter 6, July 2017, which was fully printed and the first page of the newsletter Is dedicated. 

 

 
 

 

 



 
 



 
 

 

 یبرداشت آن جنس انتیخیب                                یکاشت یو در چه هر و نیام خاک

 

The soil is faithful to its trust, and whatever you have sown in it, you carry away the (equivalent 

in) kind thereof without fraud (on the part of the soil). 

(Mohammad Molavi ) 

 

 



 

This one is good (fertile) soil and that one brackish and bad; this one is a fair angel and that one a 

devil and wild beast. 

دد و است دیو ان و پاک یفرشته این**  بد و ست شوره ان و پاک زمین این   

 

If both resemble each other in aspect, it may well be (so): bitter water and sweet water have (the 

same) clearness. 

صفاست را شیرین آب و تلخ آب**  رواست ماند بهم گر صورت دو هر  

 

Who knows (the difference) except a man possessed of (spiritual) taste? Find (him): he knows 

the sweet water from the brine. 

آب شوره از خوش آب شناسد او**  بیاب شناسد کی ذوق صاحب که جز   

 

 The sunbeams of Wisdom struck on soil and clay, so that the earth became receptive of 

the seed. 

زمین یپذیرنده دانه شده تا**  طین و آب بر زده دانش پرتو  

 


